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Introducer:

Please welcome Michael and Andreas to delve on what seems to be a very
interesting topic – Reforming education through Storyliving & Theming – A
Concept presentation.
[Amid applause]

Michael: Thank you. Thank you to the UN and all of you seated here. [Applause recedes]

Right from the day one of this forum, it’s been amazing listening to the projects
and ideas of the many working towards making the world a better place through
quality and meaningful education. Coming from the theme park and experience
design industry, we believe our knowledge fields and expertise can play a very
important role in these efforts. [Thought pause]
We are in 2022. Eight years away from fulfilling the 17 United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). Of specific relevance today is building
greater awareness of the SDGs among young audiences, given they will be incharge of the world a few years from now. So how do we do it? How do we
make young people and children more aware of the problems faced by
humanity – problems which their daddies and grand-daddies created or didn’t
fully address. How do we inspire them to take concrete action in those areas?
Well, you might say that’s what we two are on the stage for, right. [A soft laugh
from the audience]

Andreas: To inspire the children and teens of today, we first need to understand them.

Being born after 2000 gave them the title of digital natives – people who grew up
using and adopting modern technologies – computers, the internet, video game
consoles, mobile phones, social media and Zoom classes, thanks to COVID-19.
While the digital environment changed at a rapid pace keeping in mind their
needs and wants, their physical environment remained fairly the same – the
same classroom, the same school and the same playground.
Michael: So that means the physical environment must learn a thing or two from the

digital environment. This is exactly what previous speakers were hinting about
when they spoke on gamification – applying game mechanics to non-game
situations. In our case, implementing points, badges, leaderboards, avatars in the
classroom to make the class more engaging. Although this fulfils the students’
expectations of being engaged like in a video game, it has consequences which
arise after a particular point.

Andreas: Quite simply, it leads to unhealthy competition, a fight to be first at any cost. A

view where only one person or idea can be on the top. More so, it completely
destroys their capability to be intrinsically motivated – as extrinsic motivation
comes from gaining more points, unlocking new badges or moving up levels.
This takes more relevance in a subject like SDG which requires an internal
calling. Should we do away with gamification in SDG awareness then?
Michael: Not really. We must not forget that as much as young audiences are excited by

games, they are also a generation who had stories told to them in more formats
and at a greater frequency than any other. The formats were movies, web-series,
television, novels, plays and others. So, the strategy when dealing with them
would be to make use of a story firstly.
Andreas: Secondly, it would be to make use of space. For that we need to understand in

which part of the physical environment do young audiences spend most of their
time. Schools turn out to be the space where young audiences spend most of
their time in the physical environment. Colleges already have initiatives like
Model United Nations which allow students to become aware of global
problems and challenges. So, our target audience will be students right from
junior high or younger to high school.
Michael: Now, what are schools. I am sure all of you agree that kids come to school more

to meet friends and talk on things than physics or mathematics class. That way, a
school is a social learning space. Any SDG awareness program or experience
must be social involving friends and classmates.
Andreas: Having discussed the two principal elements, there are other micro-elements

that the whole experience needs to be topped with. One – human need
elements, like personal significance and variety. The experience must help in
satisfying those needs – partially or fully.

Michael: Two – theming and storyliving elements. Theming is something which adds a

layer on the physical environment to make the story element believable.
Storyliving comprises of roleplaying and environment interaction. These can be
better appreciated when we talk about our concept idea for a SDG awareness
experience in a few minutes. So, wait for it.
Andreas: And finally, we have to use game elements. These micro elements have to be

integrated in a fun way, so that the story and fun are equally balanced in the
whole experience. I know it sounds very formulaic now, [Audience chuckles] so
it’s better we get down to our concept idea for implementing SDG awareness in
schools. We will be using a class of 30 students in the 6th grade of a fictional
school in the United States for the purpose of our presentation. Here we go.
Michael: Step number one is Initiation. We initiate the story here and make students

characters in the story. It all starts off in the classroom. The students have come
back from lunch and now are ready for the SDG awareness class to begin. An
SDG awareness class happens on a weekly basis with a single SDG being
discussed in every class. Today’s class is dealing with the first goal which is NO
POVERTY. It will take rest of the school day. As the students slowly settle down,
the projector begins to play something on the screen. It is a fictional news
channel playing headlines about the pathetic situation of poverty, it’s causes and
effects in six fictional countries – Andorra, Buchnest, Casagonia, Desmond,
Ethester, Fredinburg… yes that’s basically ABCDEF. [Audience laughs] Well you
or even the students can name the countries. You may also have more or less
countries, based on the strength of your class. The news channel talks about how
poverty is widespread in these countries with the causes and effects differing in
every country. The visuals and content are in such a way that kids of that age can
understand and consume. The news anchor ends by saying, ‘With the governments
of these nations having given up hope, it is upon the United Nations to take charge of
these 5 countries and re-write the fate of each of the countries and its people.’ With
that the video ends.

Andreas: The SDG awareness teacher then enters the classroom all suited up like someone

from the UN – with the UN badge and also his / her own personal secretary.
He/she says, ‘Students, young boys and girls. It is upon the United Nations now to fix
poverty issues in these countries. We cannot do it alone. We need your help. We believe
you have both the minds and strength to help us in our cause. Will you help us?’ The
students mutter a soft yes. Then the teacher says, ‘We cannot hear you.’ And then
the students reply with a louder yes.
‘Thank you, dear students. Now, the first step would be to form governments in these
countries, as currently they are without them. Without a government, the people in the
country have nobody to provide for them. Hence, we would like you all to take up
governmental positions in these countries. A few minutes from now on, each of you will
be assigned a country and a role from the following - Prime Minister, Resources
Minister, Defense Minister, Finance Minister and Health Minister. You will operate in
the role assigned to you to eliminate poverty from the country assigned to you.’
Michael: The students then come forward one by one to pick up chits which have the

name of a country and a role. Soon as they open the chit, the student will put on
a costume in accordance with his / her role... it can range from a cloak to a coat
or anything else which signals their country and the person they are in that
country’s government. Once this is done, the students proceed in country-wise
contingents to the school’s SDG Hall, while being cheered by other students,
teachers and staff on the way. Now what is the SDG Hall? The SDG Hall is a
designated place in the school with areas for each country, a mini - World Bank,
a large digital screen, a space for parents and teachers to watch proceedings from
and an area in the center where all countries meet… this is the United Nations
area in the SDG hall.

The best part about all of this is that the SDG hall is entirely themed to the many areas
that make it – from the area for each country to the United Nations center. Addedly, the
materials and colors being very warm and welcoming to kids & early teens.

Andreas: The second step is Revelation. Revelation of how things are in these countries

and what needs to be done. When the experience starts, each country will have 5
progress bars indicating their levels in Resources, Defense, Finance, Health and
Poverty. The progress bars will be dynamic and displayed on the big screen for
all to see. After that, each country gets their own secret document folder. The
folder contains problems faced by their country with respect to poverty, since
that is the SDG being taught today. Now the way the problems are constructed
is something which makes the whole experience very interesting. Let’s take an
example by looking into one of the points in the secret folder of the country of
Andorra. A fact worth mention here is that every country specializes in a single
resource – oil, food, textiles etc.
‘Your main resource being food, the country of Desmond many years back was allowed
to take as much food as they needed from your country. That way, Desmond never
suffered a shortage of food. But, in the past few years your country has been seeing a
decrease in food production. With Desmond taking the same levels of food, the food in
your country is decreasing. That way, many people in your country are not having food
to eat and hence are becoming poorer than they already are. What will you do –
rework the arrangement with Desmond, or approach the World Bank for funds to
increase your food production? Remember in all this, you are the only provider of food
to Desmond, and taking funds from World Bank will reduce your Finance bar,
although increasing your Resources bar.’
Michael: This is just one example of the many interlocking problems present. Every

country will be pitted against every other at some stage in the whole experience.
At this point, it would be worthwhile to mention the end goal of this game
experience. It is to see that every country has reached 100% in 4 of their progress
bars, which would indicate every country doing well in Resources, Defense,
Finance, Health, and 0% in their Poverty level bar which would indicate
complete elimination of poverty. This would mean no single country winning
and all the countries winning together. More importantly, it would mean each
country having a role to play in the collective winning of all the countries.

Now this can happen only if the problems in the secret documents are addressed. And
the problems are not of a normal kind. They are interlocking problems involving stakes
between two or more countries. That calls for discussions between the heads and
ministers of different countries. Like in the example above – the ministers of Andorra
and Desmond can get into the meeting room area in the SDG hall and rework their
arrangement or even decide that they have no solution or in the worst case, declare war
on each other – although the latter will be detrimental to reaching the end goal.
Whatever the decisions maybe between the many meetings happening between the many
countries on the many interlocking problems, they will have to be finally ratified at the
table of the United Nations. [Audience chuckles] This is where we go to the next step.

Andreas: The next step is Discussion. A United Nations meeting happens every 20

minutes in the experience. In between the UN meetings, country governments
are expected to have their meetings with each other and make decisions on their
problems. The decision will be declared valid and final only in the UN meeting
when the respective country representatives bring forth their decision. The UN
Chair, in our case the teacher, has the power to agree to the decision but not
disagree to it. He/she can only suggest a different or better course of action. Say
in our example, Andorra and Desmond reach no agreement and declare war on
each other, the UN Chair can say, ‘Dear Andorra and Desmond, we agree that both
of you have your reasons to go to war. But what will war do. It will reduce both of your
Defense, Finance, Health points and increase Poverty – given the war will lead to all of
that. That will not help in the end cause of this game, which is to increase all of our
bars and eliminate poverty. Also, both of you have to write letters to your parents
seated in the viewing area that you are sorry for the families of the people of your
country who died in the war. Well, if that is a decision you still choose to go ahead
with, then it is up to you.’
Michael: This is a very important part of the whole experience - when the students are

asked to think about the decisions they make with everybody’s eyes on them and
consequences which will affect the overall progress of the game towards the
intended result. The UN Chair can also choose to keep silent and make the
students realize for themselves the damage that has occurred due to war. At any
point in the UN meeting, a decision which goes through the UN Chair sees
effect in the progress bars of the respective countries. Say Andorra and Desmond
come to an arrangement to equally divide the food resources of Andorra
between themselves and the UN Chair approves of the same – the Poverty level
of Andorra will see a reduction on the big screen. Every Poverty level reduction
is treated with a huge round of applause for the respective countries. Imagine
the kids and students in all of this, how happy must they feel that their decisions
were instrumental in that round of applause – a true measure of autonomy and
personal significance.

Andreas: The next and final step is Resolution. Every UN meeting ends with a resolution

which all countries have to vote in favor or against. The resolution may or may
not be related to the SDG in discussion. For example, the UN Chair may choose
to ask,
‘We propose a resolution to increase minimum salaries in all the countries. Although
this will reduce your Finance bar, it will reduce Poverty in your country. How many
countries are for and against this resolution? You may choose to discuss among
yourselves.’
Now imagine the case of a country, say Buchnest whose Finance bar is already
very low. With that also imagine, another country like Fredinburg whose
Finance bar is very high, asking Buchnest to vote for the resolution by
announcing in the meeting that it would give some of its money to Buchnest as
a donation. Amazing isn’t it. Even if this step had not been taken by Fredinburg,
it would be upon the teacher or the UN Chair to ask and motivate Fredinburg
to do that. When this is done, a round of applause for Fredinburg.
This will build a will to help in the students, something which will benefit them
not just for this game experience, but also for life. All of them then exit for
individual meetings to reconvene at the UN Center 20 minutes later.

Michael: Well then. This cycle continues until the poverty level reaches zero in all of the

countries and all of their other bars are at their 100%. At the end, the news
channel will come alive on the big screen to talk about how these countries
changed for the better through the help of their governments and the UN. To
make the process more interesting, random factors and happenings are
introduced in the middle of the game experience. They can range from natural
disasters in some countries to the threat of a new dictator – all of them
introduced by the news channel on the big screen. This is only at the will of the
teacher based on time left for the class and the estimated time countries will take
to reach the end goal. The end goal must be achieved to make the students
believe that their actions were instrumental in eliminating poverty. This will
translate into greater awareness of global problems and more importantly, it will
make them believe that they have the power to help a social cause through their
actions and decisions.
Andreas: The experience is then repeated the next week with a new SDG. This time again,

chits are picked and costumes worn. The chits will help in students not playing
the role they previously played – that way a student can experience how it is to
be in different governmental roles with different countries and different
problems. On other days, the SDG Hall can be used for other classes of the
school, thereby making the hall a location of daily usage. Akin to sporting
events in schools, the SDG awareness experience can also be conducted between
schools and be kept open for public viewing too.
Michael: In a theme park context, we design rides where we talk about recruiting guests

as agents to help us on our mission. The SDG awareness experience is very
similar to that in some ways – the major difference being the level of autonomy,
direct world relatedness and social cause motivation which is instilled through
the SDG experience. A format of this kind need not be limited only to SDGs, it
can be adapted to any part of general education. What needs to remain constant
is the story and the ways in which students can affect that story.

Andreas: All in all, an experience such as this will prove more effective than other ways to

impart SDG lessons. Using the power of storyliving and theming, students will
not only learn about key social issues and ways to address them, but also
improve on other soft skills like – public speaking, conflict resolution,
leadership, decision making, critical thinking and teamwork.
Michael: We from the theme park and experience design industry can contribute to

causes beyond guest entertainment. This is a step in that direction. More than
anything our goal through an experience such as this is to instill in the youth of
today the belief that they can be harbingers of change, using the power of
storyliving and theming.
Andreas: It is to make them believe and understand that they can be the change they wish

to see in the world. Thank you for being such a patient and understanding
audience. This is Michael and Andreas signing off.
Michael: Thank you.

[Audience erupts in applause.]
The End.

